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What would a good

Personalized Digital 

Government Service 

look like ? 

What would a good

Personalized Digital 

Government Service 

Feel like ? 

The Vancouver team (KB&A) began the project working 

on Personalized Government Digital Services for BC in 

August 2017. The team’s first insights began by folowing 

the industry-wide shifts in Interaction Design from design 

for visual perceptions (graphic design) to design for user 

experiences (UX). 
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International Precedent of

Personalized Digital Government Services  

1a
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German Service Portal South Korean military app

Feel of different 
Government services

The team started with a precedent research 

phase. The diverse countries of origin and 

language capabilities of the team allowed us to 

look at international examples. In negotiating 

these tools, and others like them, we began to 

develop a spectrum approach to the question 

of what does personalisation feels like.

When comparing services design precedents, 

we discovered personalisation might be less 

about using AI to predict what individual 

users need, and instead it may reflect the way 

in which a person feels when accessing the 

service. 

The examples on the far left shows a friendly, 

and unintimidating government service 

portal, marked by welcoming illustration style, 

representing the German city of Aachen. The 

centre example is the South Korean military 

service enrollment app, marked by direct and 

reassuring layout and userflow. 

Aachen.de website [Main page]. (n.d.). Retrieved from http://aachen.de

Korean military [Military app ]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.mma.go.kr/index.do
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Emerging/Distributed Mature

Appropriate
Desired User Experience

Beginner User Expert User 

Few Affordances Many Affordance

Invisible Comforting Friendly
Engaged

Delightful

Norwegian tax Gov.uk:Tell us once aachen.de
Access Washington 

Open Data Tourism/150 Canada

The KB&A team began to develop the above diagram, outlining the 

spectrum approach to appropriate personalization. The precedent 

research showed that digital service design was could be measured 

as successful with respect to design criteria determined by the user 

context. 

In the first example, reserach shows a taxpayer prefers a minimal 

interaction with a government revenue agency. The Norwegian tax 

service is a robustly integrated data set which creates an invisible user 

experience. 

The second example, in which the user must apply for death 

certificates for a family member, comfort is the design cue. Gov.UK’s 

“Tell us once” service is an empathic in its design, recognising that 

having to repeatedly notify government that a loved one has died is 

deeply upsetting; users are able to input the details of a death in one 

location, and the “system” does the heavy lifting of ensuring that the 

various government silos update their information on the deceased.

The third example, as discussed on the previous page, gives a 

welcoming interaction to a moderately engaged user. 

Fourth, Access Washington Open Data is designed for highly 

motivated scientists and data designers who are supportive in 

creative work by a complex and intricate interface, with many 

options.   

Finally, the federal government’s landing page for Canada 150 uses 

video, music and custom branding to create a sense of delight and 

excitement in their government service. While most people would 

dispute delight as a design criteria in digital government services, 

clearly tourism is an economic sector for many Canadian provinces 

that can celebrate the delight in encountering Canada’s natural 

beauty. 

Visual design by KB&A, Roy Kim (2017).
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Identity & Trust

1b
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States of Privacy
according to Alan Westin, extended by Lutz Schmitt

SOLITUDE privacy of individuals

INTIMACY privacy of groups

ANONYMITY unidentifiability in public

RESERVE (psychological) barriers/ resilience

PSEUDONYMITY choice of identification

Westin, A. (1970). Privacy and freedom. London: Bodley Head.

Schmitt, L. (2017). Privacy by Default. In: 2017 Information Architecture Summit. Vancouver.

Issues around designing for trust and privacy 

issues is particularly important in government 

digital service design. Westin (1970) and Schmitt 

(2017) developed this schematic that illustrates 

a spectrum approach in privacy criteria, as well. 

The design insight here is to allow citizens to 

engage with government services anonymously 

or pseudonomously as appropriate. 
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States of Identity & Pseudonymity
by Lutz Schmitt, extended by K.Benjamin, E.Bertulis, R.Kim

Public Identity

Core
Identity

Pseudo 
Identities

Factual
Identities CuratedContextual

True Selves

More Vulnerable

Less Vulnerable

Visual design by KB&A, Roy Kim (2017).

In this schematic developed by Schmitt, we 

see another configuration in current user 

engagement with digital services. Citizens 

today curate their internet presences. This 

human-centred design approach can be helpful 

in building trust with government services by 

allowing appropriate contextual design choices. 

For example, a parking ticket payment service 

might allow for payment without log-in. 
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Privacy & Security first,

Personalization later

Kieboom, M. (2017). Five things to think of when personalizing 

digital government services. https://medium.com/@marli_k
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British ValidateUK

Barclays

Experian

Royal Mail

Secure Identity Post Office

CitizenSafe Digidentity

One insight that the PDGS team uncovered was the 

importance of including corporate enablers as stakeholders 

in the design process. The example of the UK Government’s 

verification service is provided by third parties who apply 

to be part of the government’s network of suppliers who 

can verify identities. This government as a platform model 

enables citizens to verify their identity for more than thirteen 

services using one of the seven providers for identity 

assurance for the UK Government.

British Validate [British Validate]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.gov.uk/
government/publications/introducing-govuk-verify/introducing-govuk-verify
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Norwegian BankID

Norwegian BankID

As an example of a very successful single 

log-in to government services, 3.7 million 

Norwegians have the BankID service. The 

service is used by all banks and government 

digital public services. While at face-to-

face service counters, citizens can use their 

passport or other identity documents to 

provide identity assurance, for online service, 

people must use BankID.

Norwegian BankID [Norwegian BankID]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.bankid.no/en/about-us/
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Portal & Platform

1c
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Points of Entry / Types of Media 

Portal App Chatbot Twitter
Social Media

etc..
if necessaryPortal ButlerIn Person Self serve

Legacy Digital Site

Another important point to consider is the user’s 

point of entry into service. Our precedent research 

showed that any government digital services often 

consider landing pages, portals or one-stop shops as 

the only way for citizens to access services. While this 

can be effective for highly publicised or mandatory 

transactions, for instance, paying tax, it can often lead 

to poor service uptake. 

One common challenge is that people tend to start 

their journey with a Google search, so unless the 

service has excellent search engine optimisation, 

strong service branding (e.g. BankID), 

or other levers (Norway), users may struggle in the 

face of too much choice to be directed to the service 

they needed.

While this poses challenges that are not unique to 

government, there are additional points of entry 

for citizens that provide an opportunity for a 

personalised experience.
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Twitter Air France

Brunner, V. (2016 February 8). Digitales Service Design: Als ich via Twitter einen Flug buchte. 

Retrieved from http://www.dmcgroup.eu/blog/service-design-flugbuchung-via-twitter

Brunner’s (2016) description of access 

to Air France services in the face of a 

complicated family travel booking change 

alerted the researchers to the pluralization 

of media channels that different types of 

users and citizens are starting to use to 

access services. 
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My Police

Stickdorn, M. and Schneider, J. (2011). This is service 
design thinking. Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons.

Stickdorn and Schneider (2011), in their seminal text 

“This is Service Design Thinking” (2011) point out 

that twitter can be an egalitarian mode of access 

for citizens who have a contentious history with 

particular government services such as the police. 

The use of Twitter is notable for providing 

transparency and the security of communicating 

in a public sphere. Here, while users may or may 

not represent their factual, true identities in their 

online engagement, there is a redistribution 

of power between the police, and citizens. For 

vulnerable groups who may have experienced 

negative interactions with police, particularly 

behind closed doors at police stations, the ability 

to engage with police via twitter, permits a level 

of transparency and accountability. For vulnerable, 

hard-to-reach and excluded populations, Twitter 

may elicit feeling of security, meaning that citizens 

who may not otherwise engage with police may feel 

more confident in doing so. More broadly, positive 

interactions with police via a Twitter platform 

provide the opportunity to “ladder up” to other 

forms of engagement. In other words, excluded 

group may seek great participation with police, 

supported by platforms like Twitter.
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Like the two previous example of Air France and 

the police using Twitter, one of the most frequently 

cited examples of social media as a tool for citizen 

engagement is related to reporting potholes. Here, 

people are able to report potholes when they see 

them via Twitter or Facebook.

Columbia 
Potholepalooza

Columbia potholepalooza [Columbia potholepalooza facebook page]. (n.d.).
Retrieved from https://www.facebook.com/DDOTpotholepalooza/
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Health Case Success

1d
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Which? Birth Choice

“Which” is a particularly successful example of 

a “wizard” tool, designed by the UK’s Consumer 

Advocacy Group (CAG).
 

CAG drew upon data from the UK’s National Health 

Service (NHS) and created an ultra personalised 

experience through customisation. Here, users input 

two data sources (age and postcode). Then, based on a 

series of self-assessments on the person’s values (“how 

important is it for you to give birth without any sort of 

intervention?”) users are given guidance on where in 

their community they should choose to give birth, and 

which birth options align with their values.

This tool is particularly notable because it uses value-

driven feedback to help curate complex information 

for expectant parents in ways that are highly 

actionable. Like many healthcare examples, this model 

has relevance for any complex decision making or 

consultative experience where citizens engage with 

government, at providing information appropriate to 

the context.

Which? Birth Choice [Which? Birth Choice interface]. (n.d.).

Retrieved from https://www.which.co.uk/birth-choice
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NHS CHOICES

Given that, according to Google, one in twenty Google 

search are health related, the NHS Choices website 

makes for a fascinating case study in government 

digital services.

 

To provide the broader context, the NHS Choices 

website is funded by the UK NHS, which is the world’s 

5th largest employer, and world’s largest single-payer 

health system. The NHS Choices website is the largest 

health and care website in Europe. With more than 55 

million monthly visits, excellent brand recognition, and 

strong search engine optimisation, analytics on the 

website demonstrate that the NHS Choices website is 

often the first place citizens of the UK go to for health 

information online.

NHS choices [NHS choices homepage]. (n.d.). Retrieved from

https://www.nhs.uk/pages/home.aspx
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[Proposed]
Hierarchy of Design
for personalized digital 
government service

Standard

Point of Entry

Customized Personalized 

Neutral

Google Search
Doctor Recommendation

Portal Notifications Chatbot

Pull Push

This diagram illustrates an initial conceptualisation 

for stages of progressive personalisation. Starting 

at the left, the point of entry is highlighted. As 

highlighted earlier, it is necessary to consider 

where the user is coming from, and how they might 

find a service. From that point, a service could be 

“neutral” in nature, meaning that there is no element 

of customisation or personalisation, it appears the 

same to everyone who uses it.  For instance, a one-

stop-shop landing page or portal without login 

function would be an identical experience for all 

users.

Building on a neutral service, elements of 

customisation can be offered to a user. Here, and as 

per the definitions outlined on page 8, a customised 

experience is when a user sets a preference that 

helps the service provider tailor information in a 

way that makes the user’s experience feel curated. 

For instance, if a user receives notifications that a 

document needs to be renewed, trust is built if the 

notification has been requested or pulled by the 

user. 
 

Finally, a service that is personalised using AI is 

might be a Chatbot service which uses analytics on 

past behaviours to predict how a user might behave 

in future.

Visual design by KB&A, Roy Kim (2017).
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[Proposed]
Hierarchy of Design
for personalized digital 
government service

In this instance, the Norwegian tax example of 

a personalised experience removes work for the 

citizen, which feels good. However, if the same 

process was used to inform the citizen that 

they owed the government thousands of dollars 

in back taxes, the citizen might feel that the 

service was intrusive, rather than delightful. In 

other words, citizens may be more responsive to 

personalisation when it makes for a positive service 

experience, rather than when it is used as a tool 

for enforcement. Again, success criteria for well-

designed personalized government digital services 

must be evaluated in response to changing user 

contexts. 

A more refined conceptualisation may actually view 

customisation and personalisation as intercepting, 

overlapping, and fluid. For instance, it may be that 

though user-initiated pull customisation, a Chatbot 

is able to provide a more personalised service. 

A citizen’s perception of personalisation may 

change depending on context. For instance, a user 

might be utterly delighted if automation made it so 

they no longer had to file their tax, but like Norway, 

it was processed by the system, and the citizens 

only role was to confirm the information was 

accurate. 

Standard

Point of Entry

Customized Personalized 

Bigger Overlap: More control

Less creepy

Start with positive

Visual design by KB&A, Roy Kim (2017).
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NHS Alpha

To consider progressive personalisation in action, the 

NHS provides several other notable case studies.

The NHS Alpha project is a transformation initiative 

currently in beta testing stages. The Alpha project 

is designed to harness the power of the 55 million 

monthly visitors to the NHS Choices website, and 

support them into more substantial health and care 

transactions, particularly around self-care at home.

At its inception in 2015, the team worked for 12 weeks 

to create alignment. A case study was developed to 

model needed collaboration tools. While there were 

many competing demands, the team narrowed its 

scope to focus on type two diabetes, which accounts 

for 10% of the annual NHS budget.

Starting at the generative user research phase, a 

prototype was developed in direct response to the 

articulated needs of people living with type two 

diabetes. The type two diabetes planner was a 

lighthouse project. The lighthouse demonstrated how 

existing NHS Choices content (of which there are 80,000 

pages), as well as individual level health information 

(which is accessed via the NHS spine) could be surfaced 

together in a user friendly format.

More specifically, visual insights were created in 

response to the evidence that health information without 

context failed to achieve the strategy outcomes the 

NHS was trying to achieve. By position calls to action 

alongside plain-language instructions, it was easier for 

people with diabetes to adhere to care plans.

NHS alpha [NHS alpha prototype]. (n.d.). Retrieved from: http://nhsalpha.herokuapp.com
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Your.MD

Your.MD used the existing 80,000 pages of 

clinically assured NHS Choices content, like 

the NHS Alpha type two diabetes planner. This 

content is available to for free by API, and 

provides a personalised experience via Chabot 

interface. The more users engage with the tool, the 

more accurate and personalised the experience 

becomes. If content alone is insufficient to address 

the user concerns, then Your.MD refers users to 

online medical clinics where real humans can 

answer questions.
 

The particular insight of the Your.MD service is 

that it is available on a range of platforms, not 

unlike the concept of “Government as a Service”. 

Here, we see that users can select the medium 

they like to use, including Slack, Kik, Skype, or 

Facebook Messenger.

Your.MD [Your.MD interface]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.your.md
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Degree of Authentication (Closed Layered Systems)

Forms Builder OthersService Orientated Content
Service C

TransactionPayBC
NotifyBC Other

Digital Toolkit BC Services Card

Service BBCeID

MyGovBC
Service D

Backend/Incremental services

Direct

Standard Customize Personalized 

Emerging/Distributed Mature

Invisible Comfortable Friendly Engaged Delightful

Portal App Chatbot Twitter
Social Media

Portal ButlerIn Person Self serve
Legacy Digital Site

PERSONALIZED 
I feel my voice has been head, and I have been treated 

like a valued individual, with dignity and empathy  when 
assessing government digital services 

Government as a
Platform

Government as a Platform (GaaP) is 

another precedent framework. GaaP is 

the idea that components, data, hosting, 

platforms, tools and other services ought 

to be built once, and used in a range of 

different combinations. For instance, NHS 

Choices built a world leading content 

hub, which is makes available to over 500 

service providers ranging from Your.MD 

to Microsoft, to small start ups. The idea 

here is that, so long as citizens get health-

enhancing information, the NHS doesn’t care 

where or how users get that information. 

Industry and other providers will build wildly 

progressive services, like Chatbots, and the 

NHS can devote its resources to focusing 

on user centred products that align with 

organisational strategic objectives.

 

Government as a Platform challenges the 

notion that there should be “one single 

front door” to digital services, and instead 

proposes that their may be a multitude of 

doors, based on the user’s own preference. 

In other words, some people may seek out 

of a government landing page, while others 

may wish to access services through a third 

party social media platform.

Visual design by KB&A, Roy Kim (2017).
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Citizen / User 

Research Insights
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Research
Sequence

1 432

2.Notes 3.Key Insights 4.Visual Insights1.User Interview

Every first page will 

start by introducing 

the citizen. 

Secondly, we will 

present the citizen’s 

current use

And from the citizen’s 

current use, we will 

present key insights

And at last, we will 

present visual insights 

that visually illustrates 

key insights. 

One important principle of design research, 

especially generative human-centred research 

methods, is to have the designers and UX 

specialists listen for insights in the interviews 

and participatory research activities for 

insights, rather than collect quotations. Such 

research includes ideation activities such as 

sketching and visualizing prototypes, rather 

than generating transcriptions of audio files 

bereft of context. 

Typically, after filtering collected qualitative 

insights and visualizations against strategic 

quantitative sources, the design team would 

generate medium and high fidelity prototypes 

to be validated in further cycles of user testing. 

The following visual insights are sketched 

outputs generated by research interviews.
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Hank

Research Interview 1 

HankLawyer 
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Hank
Notes

This service meets this lawyer’s needs, as they exclusively use the BC Online tools 

for straight-forward transactions. This lawyer spends the majority of his workday 

using the Thomson Reuters platform, which has simple and quick search functions. 

Work

Websites 

Notes

Key Topics

Interaction with 
Websites 

Lawyer 

BC Online, Corporate Online

1.Mainly uses Thomson Reuters

2.Uses BC online and corporate 
BC to track/gain history materials related to 
trail

3.Will call legal assistant for help (legal 
assistant, parelegal is the main user) 

4.Billing transactions are done in one login so 
when he moved legal firms, he billed his past 
firm. 

5.Could see daily court list, but not regularly 

6.Doesn’t know what other functions BC 
online carries   

1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Thomson Reuters, Uses BC Online for legal research purposes, 

Simple Navigation

Overall 
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Hank
Key Insights

1. There is an opportunity to integrate BC Online into Thomson Reuters. Lawyers 

often spent the majority of their workday within their digital software system. 

Drawing upon Government as a Platform concept, if the preferred workplace 

interface is a third party (in this case, Thomson Reuters), then the best user 

experience of lawyers may be to have software integration between the BC 

Online services they need, and the software platforms they prefer to use in their 

workday.

 

2. Legal professionals, including paralegals and legal assistants are using BC 

online for broader research:   BC Online enabled lawyers to run other searches, 

such as querying previous trials to locate mailing addresses of an individual 

involved in court proceedings, in order to issue a subpoena.

 

3. This user needs simple and quick search system. Changing platforms and 

having to login to multiple services to search for things was slow, and could be 

easier.

 

4. This is potential to digitize legal industry by adding educational background 

cases. While not within the government’s remit, this lawyer highlighted the way 

in which integrating other types of digital law resources was ideal from the 

lawyer perspective. In an ideal work, putting all legal resources, including BC 

Online service, in one spot make the lawyer’s job easier.
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Visual Insights
Theory map

This map conveys insight 1 from the previous 

page, whereby instead of accessing BC Online 

through a BC Online website, the service is 

surfaced on a Thomson Reuters platform.

The advantage of this approach is that users 

are able to access the services they need, 

through the platform they are already using. In 

this model, we can see parallel to products like 

Your.MD (page21),or GOV.UK Verify (page10), 

where users have a range of preferred 

platforms that can select in order to use the 

service.  The model illustrates how a service 

can be platform agnostic, and be accessed 

through a range of mediums. In doing so, a 

level of personalization can be achieved.

Degree of Authentication (Closed Layered Systems)

Forms Builder OthersService Orientated Content
Service C

TransactionPayBC
NotifyBC Other

Digital Toolkit BC Services Card

Service BBCeID

MyGovBC
Service D

Backend/Incremental services

Direct

Standard Customize Personalized 

Emerging/Distributed Mature

Invisible Comfortable Friendly Engaged Delightful

Portal App Chatbot Twitter
Social Media

In Person

PERSONALIZED 

BC Online (Corporate Enabler)

Visual design by KB&A, Roy Kim (2017).
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BC online

Visual Insights
Thomson Reuter + BC online

The mockup above is a simple visualization to convey 

the points of entry users might negotiate between BC 

Online, and an Thomson Reuters interface. Specifically, this 

mockup illustrates cross promotion of each product.

Thomson Reuters + BC OnlineBC Online + Thomson Reuters

Thomson Reuters Westlaw [Thomson Reuters Westlaw homepage]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.
thomsonreuters.com/en/products-services/legal/large-law-firm-practice-and-management/westlaw.html
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Ben

Research Interview 2

BenAccountant
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Ben
Notes

This user needs accurate and simple search functions, and is somewhat of a 

power user, creating innovative custom integrations. 

Work

Websites 

Notes

Key Topics

Interaction with 
Websites 

Accountant  

Onestop BC 

1.Registers business to USA

2. Prefers to use live chat to gain personal 
support when help-seeking online

3.Could use links to API to insert it in excel 
spread sheet

4.Rather than going into BC online or 
government websites daily, he writes macro 
to pop up automatically 

5.Uses search engine to navigate through 

6.Use bank of Canada since it gains clear 
simple information hierarchy 

1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Uses Excel macros functions, Search function, Information hierarchy,

Personalization, Live chat, 

Overall 
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Ben
Key Insights

1. UDesign targets want the right information, in the right context, at the right time. In 

this way, information hierarchy should be constructed with end users in mind. From the 

perspective of the accountant, there are key government data sources which are high 

priority, for instance, currency rates. While this specific example of currency rates is 

federally provided, the notable feedback was that critical information like deadlines or 

key policy documents are not always easy to find on government websites, which left 

user feeling frustrated and anxious. (see page 37 and 38)

2. Real-time, personalised support would help many people get right information, when 

they need it. It was highlighted that many BC Online transactions have huge ramifications 

for businesses. While the literal transaction, in isolation, may function adequately, users of 

these transactions may have unique, context specific questions that ought to be address 

before proceeded. To this end, live chat as a service was mentioned as a means to have 

personalized questions address in a manner that was preferred to telephone-based 

support. (See page 38 and 39)
 

3. Search functions on the site would ideally not online provide plain language answers, 

but also links to supporting documents that give users certainty that they are abiding 

by rules. As per above, this accountant observed that some people may still need added 

assurance they have understood complex processes accurately, and to this end, accurate 

and easy navigating search engine function can help people identify the rules, regulations 

and deadlines relevant to the issue they are searching for (see pages 41 and 42)

4. Macros could be promoted to support ease of use among high volume and power 

users users. While the macro the accountant created was not using BC Government data, 

and instead federal data, the use of a macro was an interesting value-adding service. 

Here, the accountant had created automatically populating Excel sheets with update 

currency rates in real time. While building macros may not be the highest priority for BC 

Government, one way to improve experiences for regular users would be to highlight 

blogs, tricks and tips that help people further customize BC Government data. These tips 

could be linked to via government webpages (see page 40)
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Visual Insights
Bank of Canada

Bank Of Canada
Understanding user’s need. 
Clear & simple information hierarchy

Notes: Ben likes the Bank of Canada website, 

and uses it daily. He found it easy to get 

information on their site.

Looking at the site, we see the “information that 

fluctuates the most is higher up on the page, as 

well as the information users may need more 

frequently. 

This makes it easy for people to find what they 

need, quickly. 

Bank of Canada [Bank of Canada homepage]. 
(n.d.). Retrieved from http://www.bankofcanada.ca
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Visual Insights
Societies Online

Societies Online

Understanding design target
Clear information

Notes: Ben felt supported and clear on 

Societies Online website. Again, in the main first 

page, all the information was clearly stated by 

offering user’s expected needs.  Personalization 

can happen by understating different user’s 

needs and clustering the links that can navigate 

users to the right place. Need further research in 

different users’ needs

Societies Online [Societies Online Home]. (n.d.). 
Retrieved from https://www.bcregistry.ca/societies/
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Visual Insights
Getting Help

Getting Help 

Personalized Support 

Notes: This service assumes the user knows 

what they need to do in starting a business. For 

many, this may not be the case, and it would 

be advisable to understand options before 

completing a transaction.

What could a BC government site feel like, 

overall? Friendly, like Aahen or invisible like 

Norway taxes? 

Current

BC Registry Services

BC Registry Services [Home page]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://

www.bcregistryallservices.gov.bc.ca/sofi/sofi.htm?_flowId=search
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Visual Insights
Live Chat

Getting Help 

Live Chat

Notes: Ben felt that live chat was more 

personalized, and had a feeling that the 

government provided more attention and 

focus on his problem.   

Live Chat Support

Service provider
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Visual Insights
Excel Spread Sheet

Excel Spread Sheet

Notes: Macros are shortcuts that automate 

things tasks that people do all the time. 

Rather than constantly checking and re-

checking a government website, this user 

wrote a macro that automatically updated 

this excel working document. 

Here, we see an interesting opportunity 

to promote citizen innovations and work-

arounds that enhance the user’s experience. 
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Visual Insights
Search Engine

CRA

Notes: Ben felt CRA had a good search 

engine since it was accurate and links to 

other needs which felt personalized in 

the process of searching. This navigation 

suggestion made them feel less lost.

Accurate completed search tool 

CRA [CRA Home]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://

www.canada.ca/en/revenue-agency.html
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Visual Insights
Search Engine 2

CRA’s Search Engine

Notes: Ben liked the idea of integrating 

CRA’s search engine. Search engine needs to 

be accurate and completed but also should 

suggest and navigate users.  

Accurate completed search tool 
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Dylan

Research Interview 3

Business Advisor

Dylan

The research on Small Business BC was 

a light-touch action research piece we 

conducted on our own experiences. In 

order to not needlessly waste a service’s 

time, we approached this work by 

documenting real questions we had about 

businesses and work as freelancers in BC, 

and documented our experiences and 

observations interacting with this service.
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Dylan
Notes

Work

Websites 

Notes

Key Topics

Interaction with 
Websites 

Business Advisor

Corporate Online, Onestop BC 

1.Google small business BC, lack of links in 
websites 

2.Call and reserve 30 min free consultation 

3.Can futhuer reserve 1hour professional 
consultation with advance booking

4.Not a clear way to book appointments 
through BC online

5.Arm’s length body with government, though 
that is not necessarily clear to the user. 1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Booking system, 3rd party support for the websites, 

Personalized expereince 

Overall 

“Small Business BC is not part of BC Online, but it may have a role in supporting 

harder-to-reach or less experienced users negotiate BC Online services. As a 

service, they can help guide users to make decisions, such as how to start a 

business. The service is feels friendly and accessible by phone, online and in person
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Dylan
Key Insights

1. Make a clear call to action indicating that Small Business BC lets you talk to an advisor 

who can quickly help clarify areas of confusion on BC Online transactions, such as 

registering a business.  While there are existing links on BC Online promoting Small 

Business BC, the fact that Small Business BC offers free consultations where citizens can 

get personalised advice that relates to their unique circumstances ought to be more clearly 

promoted. 

2.A more seamless users experience could be achieved by inserting Small Business BC’s 

online booking function into the BC Online interface. Small Business BC offers  both 

free consultations, and affordable paid consultations with experts (tax specialists, HR 

specialists, etc). Particularly for the free consultations, seamlessly integrating these services 

as critical junctures (e.g. alongside important transactions, such as registering a business) 

would be a way to position the right information, in the right context, at the right time. In 

other words, provide an ideal service experience.  a. (see page 19 and 20)

3.A final mechanism to provide personalized experience could be including live 

chat functionality with Small Business BC within BC Online. As highlighted by other 

respondents, a live chat function is one way to immediately answer complex questions, 

and crucially, provide reassurance. Some BC Online transactions, such as how to register 

a business, have significant long term consequences. Making new users to BC Online feel 

confident that they are making the “right” choice for their circumstance that may be a 

valuable addition for people accessing business related services. (see page 21) 
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Visual Insights
Booking

Integrating API

Booking

Notes: This point of entry assumes users have a 

nuanced understanding of the transaction they 

need to make, and the implications to them, and 

their business.

While Small Business BC is linked to within the 

site, users may have a more positive experience 

conducing the BC Online transactions related to 

starting a business if they had more personalised 

support upstream. 

More seamless integration of the personalised 

and free services available to people could 

create a more empowering experience for 

people embarking on a new business venture. 

Book “Small 

Business BC” free 

30min consultation 
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Visual Insights
Calendar View

Small Business BC

Booking Calendar View 

Notes: Practical tools, such as the ability to 

book in a free consultation with Small Business 

BC within the BC Online platform could create a 

more curated end-to-end experience.

Book “Small 

Business BC” free 

30min consultation 
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Visual Insights
Live Chat

Small Business BC

Live Chat

Notes: Planting a live chat system with 

Small Business BC personalizes support. 

Users can book or ask simple questions 

during the process of starting business in 

government website, with Small business 

BC. 

Live Chat Support

Service provider
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Jane

Research Interview 4

Business Owner Jane
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Jane
Notes

This user had been supported through years of experience running business 

through mentorship 

Work

Websites 

Notes

Key Topics

Interaction with 
Websites 

Business owner 

BC Online, Corporate Online

1.Goes to Small Business BC for consulting 

2.Check availability with names in BC online 
and website domain in other websites at the 
same time with different tabs

3.Go through to process of BC online 

4 Prefers a more personalized support than a 
call during the process 

5.Trying to corporate but still learning how  

6.Need a quick way to get educated  1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Need help while doing (processing) BC online stuff, Need more education 

(ex: words, reasons, comparison on different services), Education, Training, 

Simple and quick.   

Overall 
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Jane
Key Insights

1. Creating onboarding and training moments in the user flow for 

young and first-time entrepreneurs would help support new users to 

the system. (education purpose) 

2. Jane revealed a preference for live chat (apple model) to chatbot 

or phone calls. Contextual support would improve digital service 

design. 

3.An interlink to Small Business BC (as a corporate enabler) and other 

related sites would improve support for this user.

4. A domain registration search function and a checklist of materials 

needed for the application would let this user complete their 

application in one step. 
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Visual Insights
Training 1

Notes: Government websites can support 

first time users with an on board step by 

step training system. This system will not be 

mandatory, however first time users or users 

with more needs will gain more guidance. And 

this step by step training system can have 

different versions. (ex: training for “general first 

time user”, training for “how to register name”, 

training for “how to report my files”). 

Click Here!
 to name your 

business

Step1.

How to start BC Online 

For many, this is an intimidating and new 

first step towards starting their business. A 

revised end-to-end experience could be better 

developed to empower and support new 

business owners, leaving users feeling confident 

and excited about their new venture, rather than 

confused and anxious.
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Visual Insights
Live Chat

Live Chat

Notes: Some users will want phone 

support, and some a chat bot, but this 

user found a text/IM Interface to be the 

most seamless Live Chat Support

Service provider
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Visual Insights
Links

Notes: Placing 3rd party or corporate  enablers’ 

links in government websites will support users 

not by directly helping but guiding users to 

the right place where they can find support. 

Government websites can act as various point of 

entries to helpful websites for users. 
Book “Small Business 

BC” free 30min 

consultation 
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Visual Insights
Domain/URL Checker

Notes: Adding a checklist and international 

domain checking function will help small 

business owners during in the process of 

checking availability with business names. 
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Clara

Research Interview 5

Legal Assistant Clara
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Clara
Notes

Legal assistants interact with BC online to send files, and to change or search 

cases. Lawyers do not have a BC online login ID, so lawyers will contact legal 

assistant for BC online related work. Legal assistants get frustrated with BC 

online crashing during work.  

Work

Websites 

Notes

Key Topics

Interaction with 
Websites 

Legal Assistant

BC Online

1. Sends/upload files on BC online 

2.Quick “in and out” journey with BC online 
(less than 10min work) 

3.Will call legal assistant for help (legal 
assistant, paralegal is the main user) 

4.Lawyers sometimes contact legal assistant 
during court for urgent BC online related 
work

5.When BC online crashes, legal assistant will 
use another 3rd party law service website 1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Legal professionals work with BC online in urgent scenarios but it crashes 

a lot. BC online, or government website should update or maintain their 

server after work hours. 

Overall 
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Key Insights

1. .Notify users with a clear schedule of government website’s server 

update: user described with great frustration the experience of 

attempting to access a digital service that was unavailable due to a 

server update. Site reliability was crucial to gain users confidence in 

the service (see page 57) 

2. Optimizing user’s experience: directly guiding users to their needed 

page (see page 58) 
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Visual Insights
Notification

Notes: Clear notification about the website’s 

maintenance will help users to schedule their 

work with out any surprise crash. 

!
We apologize that server maintenance 

will be happening at 

2017.10.18, 4:00pm-6:00pm.

Server might experience crash during 

this time. Thank you for your patience 
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Visual Insights
Optimizing User’s Experience

Notes: Government websites can directly guide 

users to their urgent page after users log in, for 

faster and optimized interaction. 

Login
Hello !“legalassistant123” 

Do you want to directly go to the 

“sending file” page? 

Go
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Citizen 
Persona
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Personas are archetypes of users, based on 

research with real people. 

There are many benefits to using Personas, 

for example as a practical activity unifying 

the strategic direction of a design and 

development team.

The following personas are four key citizen 

perspectives, but not meant to be outcomes, 

rather examples of the type of artifacts that 

are generated by a team unifying research 

insights done with real people. 
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Angela
Legal Assistant

“ “Since I have many urgent situations with cases, I need a stable 

well maintained website. I need a service that I can rely on.”

About

GoalsInteraction with 
Government website

Age: 29

Residence: Apartment  

Location: Vancouver

Tech level: High tech proficiency

-Sends and upload case files on BC online 

-Quickly needs to file and upload case files for 

lawyers in urgent situations during court. 

-Provides BC online login to lawyers 

-Information ASAP to lawyers! And ASAP 

upload file( no lunch break? Busy!)

-5years experience 

-she had a job before in various law firms

-high pressure situation 

-busy, barely gets a lunch break through out 

her day 

Angela 29,
Legal Assistant

1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Core needs Key Topics

Clara needs a stable server in order to send and upload case files 

quickly. Lawyers will require needs during court so speed is a crucial 

point for Clara. When BC online website down for maintenance, Clara 

needs advance notice on dates and time so Clara could use third 

party websites to complete the job on time. Clara needs to interact 

BC online anytime during work hour, so website maintenance should 

happen after work hours.  

-speed

-getting job done fast 

Legal professionals interact with BC online 

in urgent scenarios but the website crashes 

a lot, which pushes legal professionals to 

third party websites. BC online should notify 

Clara advance when the website is down for 

maintenance. 
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Ben
Accountant

“ “Government websites would feel personalized if the website understands my 

needs by providing a clear simple information hierarchy”

About

GoalsInteraction with 
Government website

Age: 49

Residence: Home

Location: West Vancouver

Tech level: High tech proficiency

-Needs a central place to access “official” sources 

of information, for instance policy changes 

related to tax legislation, or daily Bank of Canada 

currency rates. 

- Has little interface with BC financial regulation 

because of international work

-15years experience 

-High degree of responsibility, highly specialized 

expertise 

-10 years with a firm 

-Relies on other specialist teams for any specific 

provincial compliance issues

Ben 49,
Accountant  

1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Core needs Key Topics

Ben needs a government website that understands design target 

users with clear and simple information hierarchy. Ben wants an easier 

navigation, in order to find information related to his work. Ben needs 

a personalized supporting system so he can have more attention and 

focus on his problems

-Understanding user’s need and providing clear 

and simple information hierarchy will enhance 

user’s experience. 

-Finding information was a struggle for Ben, so 

rather than going into government website daily, 

he writes macros to pop up automatically. 

-Government websites should carry a 

personalized helping system to provide more 

attention and focus on Ben’s problem. 
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Elisa
Business Owner

“ “I want to learn more educational information to enhance and develop my business”

About

GoalsInteraction with 
Government website

Age: 40

Residence: Apartment

Location: Vancouver

Tech level: Medium tech proficiency 

-Grow and develop her business 

-Using government funded tool, like Small 

Business BC to help inform her growth strategy

-Trying to understand process for incorporating, 

and how small business tax changes could 

impact her

-Considering starting a new business, and is 

looking up names for businesses on BC Registry 

Services, while running domain name searches 

through another platform

-Learned how to start her own business at 

   18years old

-Kitchen table start-up

- New parent to infant

Elisa 40,
Business Owner 

1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Core needs Key Topics

Elisa needs a training system where she can get educated to process 

a new business. Rather than long lists of words, she needs an easier 

user friendly approach to get informed. Since Elisa interacts with 

Small Business BC a lot, she would want to book a schedule from 

government websites. While she checks her business name on BC 

Registry services, she wants an international domain checking function 

to align her business name and her website. 

-An on board step by step training system or a 

video training will provide easier guidance, and will 

empower and support new business owners. 

-Integrating 3rd party enablers (Small Business BC) 

links in government websites will guide users to the 

right place where they can gain additional support. 

-Adding an international domain checking function 

will help Elisa during the process of checking 

business names to align it with business website’s 

domain. 
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Hank
Lawyer

“ “I need a simple easy navigation experience to go in and out fast online”

About

GoalsInteraction with 
Government website

Age: 44

Residence: Apartment

Location: Vancouver

Tech level: Medium tech proficiency 

-Track/Gain history materials related to court 

trials

-Legal research 

-Send billings and files through BC online 

-Change case information

Hank is diligent in his law practice and committed 

to the profession. With 10 years of experience, Hank 

protects the rights of women in Vancouver and 

focuses on women’s civil rights. In the past couple 

of years.

Hank 44,
Lawyer 

1. Very Low

2. Low

3. Medium

4. High

5. Very High

Core needs Key Topics

Hank needs a fast search function in order to quickly go in and out 

from different cases. Also, since Hank does a lot of legal research, 

Hank needs a simple navigation layout or tool to make the research 

experience faster and easier. 

Hank uses Thomson Reuter since it has a larger 

data base and better navigation experience. 

Hank only uses BC online through legal 

assistance’s login and password if needed. 

Communicates with legal assistance when 

need to send files through BC online. Billing 

transactions are done in one login so when Hank 

moved legal firms, Hanks billed his past firm. 
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progressing towards personalization

STAND-ALONE DOCUMENTATION 

Thank You

KB&A

Contact: kb@katherinebenjamin.info


